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INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION FOR 
COMMERCIAL SATELLITE LAUNCH SERVICES 

•• ••• •• SUM~lR~ ••••••••••• 
• •• ••• ••• • •• •• •• 
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Sl.nce the la:~~~~. Gt- ~~.u ~n:l.~. ·l.0. ·1, ~7 , :ttl.~ ~e of space for 

practical applications has grown tremendously. satellites have 
revolutionized communications, weather forecasting, navigation, 
exploration for naturual resources and other activities, and the use 
of satellites continues to grow. Concurrent with the growth in 
satellite uses has been an expanding requirement for satellite 
launch services in the free world, particularly for communications 
satellites. In 1985 this market generated about $500 million in 
revenues, and it is projected to double in size over the next decade. 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
dominated the launch market through the 1970s, but now shares it on 
an almost equal basis with the European Space Agency (ESA). The ESA 
began to penetrate the launch market in 1980 by establishing an 
organization called Arianespace, whose sole purpose is to market and 
operate satellite launch services. Arianespace currently has three 
different launch vehicles in operation, and has undercut NASA's 
launch prices. 

Over the next decade Arianespace in all likelihood will 
increase its share of this market, perhaps up to two-thirds. The 
competitiveness of Arianespace will be enhanced primarily through a 
decrease in commercial launch services provided by NASA. NASA is 
phasing out its Delta and Atlas-centaur expendable launch vehicles 
and intends to rely totally on the shuttle fleet for all of its 
launch requirements. The recent Challenger disaster has left NASA 
with three shuttles which, under the most optimistic of 
circumstances, could make a total of 18 flights per year. A large 
percentage of these flights will be needed for U.S. Government 
programs. At the same time, the Europeans are improving their own 
launch capabilities by adding new, larger launchers, and by 
increasing their launch rate. . 

It is possible that one or two other competitors could enter 
the launch market in the next decade. The nation that appears to 
have the best opportunity to do so is Japan, which is scheduled to 
have a domestically-designed medium-lift launch vehicle available in 
1992. Japan's current launch vehicle is based on U.S. technology, 
and because of licensing agreements cannot be used to launch 
satellites for other countries. 

It is less likely that the soviets or the chinese will enter 
the market. For the soviets to do so, they would have to open major 
sectors of their space program to the public and overcome technology 
transfer restrictions. Neither is likely to occur. China has just 
recently developed the capability to launch communications 
satellites, and the .e~iaPil.i~y.Qf.i~s.q~~ fauncher has not been 
established. Anothe~ It~t~~ :fa~to~.~s ~na~·t~i& launch vehicle 
does not have' the c~~abIl:i t'-' i.o ·plAcEt %ned:i.ym; at(d: J!arge-'sized 
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communications satellites into orbit. China's remote location from 
the satellite market is another impediment. India and Brazil will 
not have launch vehicles capable of orbiting communications 
satellites during the next decade. 

•• ••• •• • •• • ••••••••••• • •• ••• ••• • •• •• •• 
There is a: Or:~w:i!ng :po~.~blJ.it:.w:t~at: ~'he: :and at the most two, 

• 1.. .!... ... • ~.. .• •. U.S. private compaui~. ~L~~~~t~a! ~~ en~e~ tUe·~ommercial satellite 
launch market will succeed. Those with the best chances are 
Transpace, Incorporated, which was awarded marketing rights by NASA 
for the Delta launcher; General Dynamics, which is negotiating with 
NASA for marketing rights for the Atlas-centaur launcher; and 
Martin-Marietta which produces the Titan series of launch vehicles. 

•• ••• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • •• • • • • • • • • • •• ••• • ••• • •• 

wayne T. Strand 
March, 1986 
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INTRODUCTION 

This research paper examines the space programs of various 
nations and organizations to assess their capabilities to compete 
for commercial satellite launch services. For years the U.S. had 
the leadership position in this market, but now shares this position 
with the west Europeans. NASA had planned on capturing up to 75 
percent of the market over the next decade and had used that plan to 
help justify 24 shuttle flights per year by 1990. The loss of 
Challenger, however, leaves NASA with a capability to achieve 18 
flights per year under the most optimistic conditions. Most of this 
launch capability will be needed for government payloads. unless 
NASA takes some immediate action to augment its launch capabilities, 
its share of the launch market will continue to decrease. 

This report is based on an extensive review of literature 
addressing space programs, and on interviews with officials in NASA 
and the Department of Transportation (DOT). It is intended for 
people involved with foreign affairs, and in particular those 
conducting business with the soviet union, west European countries, 
Japan, the people's Republic of China, India, and Brazil. The 
report should also be of interest to people following international 
space developments, and technology transfer and trade issues . 

•• ••• • • • •• •• • • ••• • -.. • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 • ••• • • • •• • •• • • • • • • • 
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THE SATELLITE LAUNCH MARKET 

Since the launch of the first artificial satellite by the 
Soviets in 1957, the number and uses of satellites have grown 
tremendously. In:.~i~l.90~5: th.@. ij(!['t.~·lSm~l!i~c}p}· ,~.rospace Defense 
Command reported ttJa;:- t~e~ W!E;te·ov~r :1::52D :~a~e!llites in orbit, and 
many of them stil:t.·otlEir-a~i!!l~.: :T~~t..rlllm~er: <i~~.·not include those 
which have decayed and been destroyed upon reentering the earth's 
atmosphere, or that have been retrieved from space. 

satellites are used to perform a variety of functions. Some 
are referred to as "applications" satellites and are used for 
communications, weather forecasting, earth resources sensing, and 
aids to navigation. others are used for scientific research and 
support to national security programs. Different types of 
satellites operate at different altitudes. For example, 
communications and most weather satellites operate in geosynchronous 
orbit at an altitude of approximately 22,300 miles above the 
equator. l At this altitude the satellite orbits at a rate equal 
to the earth's rotation, allowing it to stay positioned over a 
constant point on the earth's surface. Earth resources satellites 
operate in sun-sjnchronous (polar) orbit at altitudes ranging from 
approximately 100 to 500 miles. The orbit paths are inclined in 
longitude which allows them to operate over the target areas during 
periods of sunlight. other satellites operate in low-earth orbit at 
altitudes ranging from one to several hundred miles. Their orbits 
are not synchronized with the presence of sunlight. 

In the commercial world, communications satellites are by far 
the largest revenue earners, and therefore the focus of the 
satellite launch market. commercial communications satellites had 
their origin in the U.S. communications satellite Act of 1962 which 
established the first private space venture -- the communications 
satellite corporation (COMSAT). COMSAT was given the charter to 
provide domestic satellite communications. In 1972, the Federal 
Communications commission authorized U.s. common carriers--such as 
western union and AT&T--to set up and operate satellite systems for 
domestic communications on a competitive basis. satellite 
communications organizations and networks similar to these have been 
established by other countries, both in the developed and the Third 
World. 

Since the first communications satellite was placed in orbit 
in 1964, over 105 others have been launched. Today they account for 
most international phone calls, and many television' programs are 
relayed, processed, or distributed via satellite. communications 
satellites also perform other functions such as transmitting data 
for morning newspapers, radio stations, weather services, and 
computers. 

The capabilities and size of communications satellites have 
grown along with the uses. The first Intelsat satellite, launched 
in 1964:, had a ca~c1'"t!y: of: ~4Jl'·v."iooe· oAilnRe~~. aIOlJj one television .. .. ... . :.: :.: ... .. ... ... . . .. . . : .. 
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channel. Intelsat VI, scheduled for launch this year, has 30,000 
voice channels and four television channels. The first 
communications satellite, SYNCOM 1, weighed about 86 pounds. AS 
higher capacity launch vehicles have become available, satellites 
have increased in:·~i:tt!!,.·lj:i!th .rgt.~ls.A\: :v:t·W::i~ni.~ over 4,600 
pounds.. Even lar~~rrsa!tel:l i t;f' ·!>n • ttieroril~r ~e thr ee or four tons, 
are proJected for •• thE>.lg.~~! • ••• •• •• • ••••• 

Earth resources satellites represent another potential source 
of revenue in the commercial sector, albeit much smaller in size 
than the satellite communications business. These satellites use 
sensors that record different degrees of reflective or radiation 
energy from features on the earth's surface. This data, which is 
transmitted electronically to ground receiving stations, can be 
manipulated with computers to compare and contrast the 
characteristics of natural and manmade features. This information 
is useful in mineral and hydrocarbon exploration, land-use planning, 
pollution control, and other applications. TO date, NASA has 
launched and operated five of these satellites (the LANDSAT 
program). The NASA program for LANDSAT was to be commercialized, 
but bureaucratic wrangling and funding difficulties have stalled 'the 
transition. 

While the U.S. program has stagnated, other countries are 
moving forward with their earth resources satellite programs. The 
French SPOT system should become operational this year, and another 
European group has a competing system in advanced development. TWO 
resourc~ satellite programs are underway in Japan, and India and 
Brazil are working on programs. 

Although this sector of the commercial space market is small, 
it could develop rapidly as more governments and private 
organizations become aware of its potential capabilities. 
Improvements are being made in the quality of images and in data 
manipulation which will further ~nhance its potential. 

The size of the future satellite launch market ·is critical to 
those organizations competing in the satellite launch business, or 

'( with plans to do so. The estimates that are available for the 
communications market vary widely. on the high side is a 1984 
Arianespace estimate of 250 satellite launches between 1985 and 
1991. A 1985 article in Macleans magazine cites some experts 
estimating that communications satellites will require about 70 

[
launches per year. More conservative estimates center around 20 
communications satellite r year. A statement made rn 
1984 y then Dlrec or of NASA Beggs proJected that the market is not 
likely to be much more than 20 per year. A 1985 article in 
Financial Times quotes government and telecommunications companies 
stating that roughly 20 communications satellites are expected to be 
launched annually over the next few years. And another article, in 

\ 

a 1985 National Journal publication, states that expendable launch 
vehicle manufacturers expect 100 communications satellites to be 
launched over the .fl!e~t: i5 re:a;<e .• •· : : ••• • ••• •• .. .. ... . ... :.: ::: :: -:: -:: e. e.:: :.: .::: 

•• ••• • ••• ••• •• • •• ••• •• 
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Based on a number of factors, the estimate centering around 
20 per year appears to be more accurate than the higher ones. One 
factor is that communications satellites now in development will 
have much more a an 

.. onsequently fewer~l .be. ne§ded. .iiac".nd" .U1Eue is unused capacit~ 
available on some: ~a1:.el=-rt~s.: :Thiri<i i!s:.thil';. t~e: orbit used by these 
satellites is • .£ro~.&e~.c. b.()tp .. ii1:t.e.;~~:<idsp~~fi.~otl frequency. And, 
.land-based, fiber optics commlloicati,pns systems are expected to 
increase sharply in the 1990s and will compete with the satellites • ... ., 

The earth resources satellite launch market currently is very 
_small, about one per year. If, however, the educational process 

underway is successful as are efforts to improve image quality and 
data handling capabilities, this market could grow to two or three 
launches per year. 

Some communications satellites and almost all of the other 
types of satellites currently in use are owned and operated by 
government organizations. Those countries with launch capabilities 
will continue to use their own assets for their satellite launches. 

1 Those countries without launch capability, however, will seek 
services in the satellite launch market . 

•• ••• • • • •• •• • • ••• • • • • • • • • ••• •• • • • • • :-4:.: • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • •• ••• • ••• • •• •• • • • • •• •• 



FACTORS AFFECTING SELECTION OF A SATELLITE LAUNCH SERVICE 

Selection of a launch service by a commercial satellite 
customer is a compromise of cost, complexity, availability, 
reliability, and Qcc~~o~ally ~o~t~a~.Gn~ ~faqe considerations. 

• •• ••• ••• • •• •• •• • ••• • • •• • • ••• ••• •• • •• • • ••• • ••• •• •• 
cost. ~il\lll~jp~~.t.s:ccr~.·d~e%1<:ent bg :t.tle size of the 

satellite ana-the altitude of the orbit required (Large satellites 
launched to geosynchronous orbit require larger--and more 
costly--launch vehicles than do smaller satellites launched to the 
same orbit.) Launch costs can be split if two or more satellite 
customers can share the same launch vehicle. 

complexity. The complexity of the launch vehicle 
technology is an important consideration. Some launch vehicles 
incorporate simple, proven technology, whereas others use 
complicated technology which increases the risk of failure. The 
complexity of the launch operation is another factor. Boosters that 
can launch satellites directly into orbit generally have a better 
chance of success than those requiring a series of separate 
maneuvers. 

Availability. The design and fabrication of a satellite 
is a multi-year and multi-million dollar venture. consequently, the 
satellite owner wants to get the satellite into orbit and operating 
as soon as possible so that it can begin generating revenue. 

Reliability. Reliability of the launch vehicle has gained 
importance over the last several years. In 1984 and 1985 seven 
satellites were lost during launch operations, costing the insurance 
underwriters $625 million. AS a result, some underwriters have 
withdrawn from the market, and those that remain have reduced 
coverage and increased premiums to 30 percent of satellite cost. AS 
a result, at least one satellite customer launched without 
insurance, and others may be for~ed to do the same. 

political and Trade considerations. TO date the western 
countries have not launched any satellites for Communist countries. 
The only free-world country which has used a communist 
country--Russia--for launch services is India, which enjoys a close 
political relationship with the soviets. Within the free world, the 
U.S. and west Europeans are the principal satellite launch 
customers. In the past, the west Europeans have placed pressure on 
ESA member nations to use launch services available through 
Arianespace. This has not always worked, however, as some European 
countries have contracted with NASA for launch services. Likewise, 
some private American firms have contracted with Arianespace. 

The selection factors described above will dictate where 
satellite customers will seek launch services. The relative 
importance of each, however, will change with developments in the 
various space programs • 

•• ••• • • • •• •• • • ••• • • • • • • • • • ••• •• 
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NATIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS WITH SPACE PROGRAMS 

Six individual nations and one consortium of nations h'ave I 
space programs. The individual nations are the ~,S., the Soviet ' 
union, Japan, The p4hnle·'.i·.R~Pui):'i.c·~...!·c1.;.n·a: •• ·Tnqi~, and Brazil. .~.. • • ••• ~ .41. ., 
west Europe~n natioI2s: ijav, .cc>mb;''lled :th~l~ :se~a:rat:e: programs into 
one--the European sr>e.c~··A~ntY.· ·A··sm~:t'lr ~umtJe·f· or pr iva te 
organizations are attempting to develop space programs, and several 
others 'have plans to do so. The private organizations are focused 
on providing launch services. 

TO assess the current and future capabilities of these 
nations and organizations to compete in the commercial satellite 
launch market, the space programs of each were examined. Specific 
aspects of the programs reviewed were their historical development, 
current and future launch vehicle capabilities, and major program 
goals over the next decade. The nations and organizations are 
presented in order of their overall space program size and 
capability. 

UNITED STATES 

The U.S. space program was given organizational structure in 
1958 with passage of the National Aeronautics and Space Act. This 
Act established NASA and gave it responsibility for the civilian 
space program. 2 Responsibility'for the military space program was 
given to the Department of Defense (DOD), with the Air Force acting 
as executive agent. The Space Act also established the goals for 
the space program, with scientific research, technological 
development, and practical civilian and military applications 
serving as the cornerstones. 

In 1961, the NASA program was given a big boost when 
president Kennedy received congressional support for the Apollo 
program, which was intended to land the first man on the moon. The 
Apollo program was the single-most important space initiative for 
the U.S. in the 1960s, culminating in the first lunar landing by man 
in July 1969. 

There were, however, other important space developments for 
the U.S. in the 1960s. A number of separate launch vehicle 
developments were consolidated into a series of rockets that formed 
the backbone for space launches from the early 1960s into the 
mid-1980s. They are the Scout, Delta, Atlas, and Titan series. The 
U.S. was the first country to develop and use high-energy, cryogenic 
(liquid hydrogen-liquid oxygen) fuels, and rocket motors that could 
be shut off and restarted. It also launched a series of satellites 
which significantly improved communications, navigation, weather 
forecasting, and other activities. And a number of scientific 
probes were launched into deep space to return data about other 
planets. 

• • •• • • • • •• •• • • ••• • ••• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• .' • • • • • • •• • •• • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ••• • ••• • •• •• • • • • •• •• 
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The progress and successes of the U.S. space program in the 
1960s, however, had a large price tag. At the peak of the program, 
one percent of the U.S. Gross National product was committed to the 
space program, wi th NASA receiving algl.0i t •• th.r~~-<;IJ.lar ter s of the 
funds. And, NASA h;:i, iis ,nariY ,,5: .roo :0012 ~ecQ?le 1~ govern'ment and J 
private industry de~t~t~.dP ~~~ s~ac~:~o~lm,:~ith an estimated 
additional 200,000 ~o~tt~ed·t~ t~e military sector of the program. 

In the 1970s, the U.S. space program lost some of the 
momentum developed in the 1960s. NASA's budget leveled off and, to 
a small degree, was eroded by inflation. And, the DOD was 
commanding larger shares of the funds, accounting for about 45 
percent of total space expenditures in the late 1970s. Manned 
missions ended with the launch of Skylab in 1973. Much of NASA's 
activity was directed towards the development and launching of 
larger, more sophisticated applications satellites, and launching 
more capable scientific payloads into deep space. The need for 
manned flights was not forgotten, however. Development of a 
reusable space transport system--the shuttle--began in 1972 and 
continued through the 1970s. The shuttle was intended to serve as 
the primary launch system for the U.S. in the 1980s and 1990s. 

In the 1980s NASA's space program has achieved some 
successes, suffered some losses, and has come under increasing 
criticism. The shuttle program became operational in 1981, and 
until the Challenger disaster in January 1986, had achieved a string 
of 24 successful flights. critics, however, point to the five year 
delay in its development and the billions of dollars in cost 
overruns. 

NASA also has come under criticism in the area of space 
commercialization. In a study completed by the congressional Office 
of Technology Assessment (OTA) in the early 1980s, NASA is cited for 
Ra loss of significant revenue opportunities R in the increasingly 
lucrative space business Ras well as potential loss of prestige and 
influenceR. It blamed the dilemma on Rthe lack of consistent 
long-term goals and clear policy initiatives R• And in a 1985 
report, OTA states that NASA by itself is not well equipped either 
to promote or to regulate growth in the comm~rcial exploitation of 
space. 

The Administration has taken several steps in the past two 
years to provide direction and assistance to the civilian sector of 
the space program. In 1984, the president approved a National Space 
strategy aimed at giving the U.S. the lead role in the age of space 
commercialization. Also in 1984 the commercial Space Launch Act was 
passed which gave the DOT responsibility for assisting private U.S. 
companies entering the satellite launch market. This Act is 
intended to assure that adequate launch services are available to 
those corporations intent on using space for commercial purposes. 

The Space Launch Act has not yet resulted in any private l 
concern enter ing th.e: s·aie:ll J:d~ .!altM:lS lnat~it., -t:ut.·:i t has caused some 
bureaucratic proble!n$ I:1t~~n:NA~A·pA.-a: DOO.: T~e:dOT, along with at . .. . ... . ... 
least one private cd~~~~1,·~a~·ealied-in~ queetlQn the use of the 
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shuttle to earn revenues, and the subsidization of shuttle launch 
rates which makes it difficult, if not impossible, for private 
enterprises to compete. Another government,action in 1984 was 
National security Directive 144 which charged NASA with establishing 
a price policy whEi,eQi'. fu.ll co~ts •• of •• s~llttJ.e •• Qparations would be 
recouped. price tfildoi ~r~:scA~Otle~. fZ>Z:.1~8:;' a;'~ 1989. 'one other 

• •••• •• • ••• • ••• •• •• • government deC1S1Gn. Whl~h. lmnclc-ts eon ·Nil CiA' ~ ~r('Wf~am was a compromise J ., ••• 1 •• ~ •••••• •. ~ ~ ~,-.. 
reached in 1985 WhlCh al ows the DOD to keep a limited but 
independent launch capability, rather than relying totally on the 
shuttle for launch services. 

TWO major goals for NASA in the 1990s are to develop and 
launch a space station by 1994, and to develop a trans-atmospheric \ 
vehicle. A more immediate concern, however, is how NASA can expand 
its launch capability, given the. loss of Challenger and an earlier 
decision to phase out all expendable launch vehicles (ELVs) in the 
mid-1980s. Each of these three activities will require large sums 
of money and come at a time when most federal government programs 
are about to be frozen or reduced in size. 

organizational structure and Facilities 

Planning, coordination, and control of NASA programs occur at 
its Washington headquarters. Nine major field installations provide 
research and development, launch operations, and flight tracking, 
control and communications support to NASA's programs. In 1985 I 
approximately 135,000 people in government, academia, and industry 
were involved in NASA programs. 

NASA's primary launch facility is the Kennedy Space center. 
Both ELVS and the shuttle are launched from there. A second shuttle 
launch facility is nearing completion at vandenberg Air Force Base 
in california. NASA has two smaller launch facilities--one at 
Wallops Island, virginia and the other a sea-based platform at san 1 
Marcos, off the east coast of Afrjcq. Space tracking, control, and 
communlcations are located at the Johnson Space center; it is 
supported by a large network of ground-based tracking and 
communications facilities located throughout the world. 

Launch vehicles 

Since the late 1950s, NASA has relied primarily on three 
series of ELVS--the Scout, Delta, and Atlas. All three have 
undergone upgrades since becoming operational and are still in use. 
only the Delta and Atlas-centaur are used for satellite launches, 
and they are scheduled to be phased out by mid-1987 • 

•• ••• • • • •• •• • • ••• • • • • • • • • ••• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • •• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • !..8 .; • • • •• • • • •• ••• • • • • • • • • ••• • •• •• • • • • •• •• 
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Delta. Since reaching operational status in 1960, the Delta 
has been the workhorse of the space program, accounting for over 180 
launches and achieving a success rate of over 94 percent. Its 
primary mission has been to carry scientific, weather, 
commun i ca t ~ ons! and ear ti?" .r:a'so.u.~ o;es .s~ ~~.:~i<:~s: .ln~!.eof().i t • only one 
Del ta remalns ln NASA' s "rJv~ tz,:>r},:, ~~ !l: i~ :s~ezlt;ie, :to be 
launched in mid-1986. T~~ ~'~O~1~:~1n~.t~s:be~O.~Ovt down by 
MCDonnell Douglas, and exclusive rights to market the Delta were 
given to Transpace, Incorporated in 1984. 

The Delta program was the first contract let by NASA to 
develop an ELV. Since its initial design it has undergone a number 
of upgrades. The current version uses liquid propellants in its 
first two stages, and a payload Assist Module (PAM)--which is 
attached to the payload--as its third stage. (The PAM is being used 
on_ some shuttle payloads.) The first stage is augmented by nine 
solid propellant strap-on boosters. With the PAM, the Delta can 
lift up to 2,800 pounds into geosynchronous transfer orbit. 

Atlas-centaur. The Atlas-centaur has been NASA's primary 
launch vehlcle for intermediate-sized payloads to low-earth. and 
geosynchronous orbits, and for interplanetary missions. Since 
reaching operational status in 1966, over 80 Atlas-centaur launches 
have occurred, and it has achieved a success rate of about 90 
percent. This vehicle has accounted for one-third of all 
communications satellites launched by the U.S., and was the booster 
used to soft-land the first spacecraft on the moon. only two 
Atlas-centaur vehicles remain in inventory, one scheduled for launch 
in mid-1986 and the other in mid-1987. The production line at 
General Dynamics has been shut down, but the centaur second stage is 
still being produced for use with some shuttle payloads. Exclusive 
rights to market the Atlas-centaur have been awarded to General 
Dynamics. 

The Atlas-centaur is the second launch vehicle to be based on 
an Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM). The Atlas-Agena was 
the first. It has two stages, both using liquid propellants. 
unlike the first stage, however, the second stage uses high-energy 
cryogenic fuels, the first launch vehicle to·do ~U. The technology 
for the second stage was developed under the direction of NASA's 
Lewis Research center in Cleveland. The Atlas-centaur also has a 
stop-start capability, the first launch vehicle to do so. It is 
capable of placing 10,000 pounds into low-earth orbit, over 4,100 
pounds into geosynchronous transfer orbit, and 2,000 pounds on an 
interplanetary trajectory. 

Shuttle. The shuttle, or space Transport system, was 
designed to be NASA's major launch vehicle for the 1980s and 1990s, 
carrying civilian, military, and government payloads into low-earth 
orbit. The first shuttle flight occurred in April 1981, and the 
system was declared operational after the fourth flight in July 
1982. Each orbiter is designed to accomplish 100 flights before 

•• •••• •• •• •••• ••• • ••• •• :: :: ::: : :.: :.: : .. 
•• ••• ••• • • •• • • • ••• •• •• •• • ••• ••• • • •• ••• • ••• • •• -9--. •• ..: •• : 
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being retired. Five shuttle orbiters have been built, but only 
three are operational. one was used as a testbed and challenger was 
destroyed in the January 1986 disaster. The production line at 
Rockwell International is being shut down, but NASA has stOCkpiled 
extra major components 0f:t!!e ~tiu:ttJ:e: t.r af ~s:=:~ ?t!:·s~¥es. 

• •• • • ••••• ••• •• •• • •• ••• •• • ••• •• •• The shuttle consi~ts··Of ·trfz.ee~ lttctjoz.-·c<,mpon,="t'S.£ ... the orbiter 
which carries the crew and cargo; the external tank which carries 
the high energy cryogenic fuels; and two large, solid rocket 
boosters. The overall height of the shuttle system is 184 feet, and 
it weighs over 2,245 tons at lift-off. The orbiter can carry up to 
a seven-person crew, and has a cargo bay about 60 feet long and 15 
feet wide. The shuttle system is able to carry up to 65,000 pounds 
into an orbit ranging from 115 to 250 miles, depending on cargo 
weight and other variables. Most shuttle flights carry a variety of 
payloads, fitted together to best utilize the shuttle's space and 
lift capabilities. 

Many of the payloads launched on the shuttle are sent into 
geosynchronous orbit or are launched into interplanetary 
trajectories. These spacecraft require independent rocket stages 
which are attached to them and ignited after launch from the shuttle. 

The number of shuttle flights has been pared back 
Significantly since NASA made its first prOjections. In 1976, NASA 
·projected 572 flights by four shuttles over a 12 year period. By 
January 1985, the number had been reduced to 227. During the first 
five years of the program, 25 shuttle launches have occurred, 
including the ill-fated last flight of Challenger, a number far 
below the 1985 projection. NASA had projected 24 flights per year 
by 1990, based on a four-shuttle fleet and a reduced turn-around 
time from 100 days .in 1983 to 28 days. Since the loss of I 
Challenger, NASA now projects (optimistically) a maximum of 18 
flights per year~ 

outlook 

The most immediate problem facing NASA is to determine what 
caused the Challenger disaster, make the necessary fixes, and get 
the shuttle flying again. Even with a quick resolution of the 
problem, NASA's launch program will suffer serious delays. Some 
sources state that flights will not resume until october 1986 at the 
earliest, and could be delayed up to several years. one scientific 
project--a probe to study Halley's comet--has been cancelled and two 
others--Europe's ulysses mission to study the sun and the U.S. 
Galileo mission to Jupiter--in all probability will be postponed. 
The big losers, however, will be the commercial customers who 
receive a lower priority for launch services than do government 
programs. Government programs--especially those of DOD--already 
command an important percentage of NASA's launch assets and will 
require additional future launch services for the strategic Defense 
Initiative and the sp'a~~ ~tat~o~~ .I~ !9~5, NASA had firm contracts \ 
for 34 commercial s~~el~ite ~~ufichES ~aa ta~e(~~t1~ns for almost 100 
other s . s·ome· of th~~e ·c:u:;to~~r·&-. w·~.~·ie ~orceil: tio: ·seek launch 

• •• ••• • ••• •• • •• services elsewhere. ••• •• • •• ••• •• 
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, There are some options available to NASA for increasing its 
launch capability, but each has some drawbacks and requires funds 
currently not included in NASA's budget. one option is to build 
another shuttle. The components intended to serve as spare part$ 
could be used to begin construction. It would take an estimated ••• ••• •• • •• • ••••••••••• 
three to five years bef~r~ tP~ ~e~ ~~i~~r :b~ca~~.o~~ational, 
however, and would cost: :m%Jre: ih~n :t:~e I;l.~ :b1ll:i.~n !!.r:ice tag for 

h f h th h ·t·l ••• • ••••••• •• •• • ••• ~. eac 0 teo er s ut es. 

Another option is for NASA to reverse its decision to chase 
out the use of ELVS. The centaur stage for the Atlas booster"and 
the PAM stage for the Delta launcher are still being produced for 
use with the shuttle, and production lines for other At~as and Delt~ 
components could be reopened. This option, however, would place 
NASA in direct competition with Transpace, Incorporated and General 
Dynamics which plan to enter the launch market with these boosters. 
A different angle of this option would be to follow DOD's lead and 
use converted Titan 2 ICBMS for launch vehicles. This action, 
however, would also place NASA in competition with private companies 
attempting to enter the launch market. 

A longer range option is to accelerate the pace of 
development of the trans-atmospheric vehicle, which is scheduled to 
replace the shuttle in the late 1990s. TO do so would allow NASA to 
move away from the 1950s and 1960s technology incorporated in the 
shuttle and ELVs. It would not help NASA's immediate problem, 
however, and would cost large amounts of money to develop the 
necessary technology. 

Another factor that could hurt NASA's bid for -commercial 
satellite launch services is price hikes for shuttle launches 
scheduled in october 1986 and again in 1989.( The price hikes do 
not include recovery of the shuttle development costs which were on 
the order of SlO billion.) currently NASA is charging $38 million 
for a full shuttle cargo bay. Because several payloads can be 
carried on each shuttle, costs for most satellites range from about 
$13 to $19 million with another $7 million required for the PAM or 
centaur stage needed to boost the satellite into its proper orbit. 
In October 1986, NASA will beain charging $71 million (in 1982 
dollars) for a full cargo bay. In 1989, the base price for a full 
cargo bay will increase to $74 million (in 1982 dollars), with cargo 
space available for commercial payloads being auctioned off to the 
highest bidder. The auction process will work to the advantage of 
the larger companies which will be in a better position to pay 
higher launch costs. 

The $74 million floor price for shuttle launches will fall 
short of full recovery costs. In testimony before congress in 1984, 
NASA stated that each . ow bout 150 million. 
NASA projected tha the costs would be reduced significantly when it 
reached a launch schedule of 24 flights per year in 1989. This 
projected launch schedule, however, was based on a fleet of four 
orbiters, and acqu~i~ion ~~ ~ ~Q ]~ ~ercent of the commercial 

•• •• ••• • • ••• •• launch mark~t. :: •• .::: • :.: :.: ::: .. -:: .. . e.:: . . .... .. ... • •.. . ..... . : e.- .• : e.: 
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SOVIET UNION 

In 1~57, the soviets shocked the world when they placed the 
first manmade satellite into orbit. Their space program achieved 
another first in 1961, •• wheEiQ tehe.y l<iun~beQ. t;ha. :E.i'~t.man into space. 
The soviets have con ti~lieO t~· make; i.m~ortaIit:.st:r i~es :in the ir space . .. .. . .- ...... ... ·0 . ,. 
program, 1n both mann~·an~ ~~l~Q~lf\~·~Qd:appl~;~t;pns satellite 
sectors. By 1986, the Soviets are estimated to have launched more 
than 2,400 payloads into space, compared to about 1,150 for the 
U.S. Their rate of launches continues at a high level, with about 
100 per year compared to about 20 per year for the U.S. 

The soviets publish little data on their space launches, but 
western observers estimate that about two-thirds of them are related 
to military programs. They probably include functions such as 
photographic, communications, and electronic intelligence 
collection; the establishment of communications nets for command and 
control; and more recently, space weapons. 

TO date the soviets have for the most part relied on J 
derivatives of ballistic missiles for space launchers. Three of the 
launcher systems are based on medium range ballistic missiles 
(MRBM), and one is a modified ICBM. westerners believe that only 
one operational launcher system--the proton--was designed 
specifically for the space program. (A space launcher much larger 
than the proton was developed, but due to several disastrous launch 
failures it never reached operational status.) Because the soviets 
have trailed the west in the miniaturization of hardware, most of 
their space launchers have large lift capabilities to carry heavy 
payloads into space. 

The soviets have not publically stated future goals for their 
space program. It is apparent, however, that some major new 
developments will occur in the late 1980s. The soviets have three 
new launch vehicles under development, the largest of which will 
have a lift capability in the range of the U.S. saturn V rocket. A 
shuttle strikingly similar to ours in size and configuration should 
also be operational, and the soviets have already accomplished 
several flights of a small space plane. There also has been talk 
about a large and permanent soviet space station for applications 
work, scientific observation of the stars, and to serve as an 
assembly, check-out and launch point for deep space flights. (Their 
February 1986 launch of a space station module may be, part of this 
program. ) 

Another possibility is more aggressive soviet attempts to 
enter the satellite launch market. In the late 1970s, the soviets 
made overtures to w~stern Europe to launch satellites, and to 
provide a backup capability to the Ariane program. The overtures 
were turned aside. In the early 1980s, the soviets made a bid to 
launch one of three International Maritime satellite organization 
(Inmarsat) payloads. The U.S., however, blocked the move because it 
would mean transfe&~i~g.Am~~i~~n ~dvanced technology to Soviet . . . ... . ... .~ 

soil. Inma~sat, ~~ w~i~h t~e:so~~e~~ a~~ the·~l th largest 
• •. ••• .!I··h· ./0 ~'" f· ... d h shareholder, chose .l.nStteau. ~ e .Eu,o~ .. an:A.r ~a"~ :a%l t e U. s. 

shuttle. Inmarsat··drd,· noweve·r "·ident i·fy ·trr~· SOViet proton booster 
as a contender for the next generation of satellites scheduled to be 
launched in the 1990s. 

-12-
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Th~ soviets have not published data on the cost of their 
space program. However, some western analysts familiar with both 
the soviet and U.S. space programs believe that the USSR pro~ram has 
cost at least as much a~. t~At .of. the. U .• ~ •• La.b9ll.t. ~~Qo..billion 
through 1'985). They al~q t>~l,.ev~ ttlc:te .cu~r$t. cC>~ts :pi:!r year are 
abou t the same as those: ~t tCl~ CJ. S:'·~-or2 t~e: ~r d~r: o~ t18 bill ion 

•• ••• • ••••••• •• •• • ••••• per year. 

organizational structure and Facilities 

Little unclassified information is available regarding how 
the soviet space program is organized and which facilities support 
the program. The soviet Academy of science is reported to play a 
part in planning the program, and .the strategic Rocket Forc~s 
probably are responsible for providing launch vehicles and 
conducting launch operations. In all likelihood a number of other 1 
government ministries and agencies are involved in the space 
effort. Some U.s. experts believe there are about 600,000 people { 
currently involved in the soviet space program, based on the high 

,degree of activity currenty underway. 

Three launch complexes support the soviet space programs. 
one is located at T~uratam in Central Asia. It reportedly supports 
manned, lunar, planetary; and some communications satellite 
launches. Another launch complex is located at plesetsk in 
northwest Russia. It is reported to be used for-launchlng 
communications, weather, and navigation satellites. The third site 
is at K9pu~in yar in ~ntral RUSSi,. It is used for sounding 
rockets and small orbital launches. The Soviets claim to have a 
network of satellite tracking and control sites ac~oss the country 
as well as about ten space support shigs. 

Launch Vehicles 

The first launch vehicle believed to be used by the soviets 
for their space program is based on the SS-6 MRBM. It is estimated 
to have the capacity to place up to 16,500 pound payloads into 
low-earth orbit (data on capabilities to carry payloads to higher 
orbits is not dvailable). This launch vehicle, designated the 
A-class, has accounted for almost 40 percent of all payloads. The 
B-class launch vehicle is based on the SS-5 ballistic missile. It 
has not been used since 1977. The C-class booster is based on the 
SS-4 MRBM and is capable of placing 2,200 pounds into orbit. The 
F-class is based on the SS-9 ICBM. It is capable of placing up to 
9,900 pounds into low-earth orbit. The D-class is the proton launch 
vehicle, developed specifically for the space program. It is 185 
feet high, estimated to have a lift-off weight of about 740 tons, 
and is estimated to be capable of placing 45,000 pounds into 
low-earth orbit and 3,300 pounds into geosynchronous transfer 
orbit. The proton has accounted for over 80 space launches. All of 
these launch vehicles use liquid propellants, none of which are 
high-energy, cryogenic fuels • . ~ .... .. .. .... ... . ... .. .. ... , .. ... . .e: •• •• ••• • ••• • • .. ... .~. . . .. . . .::: 

•• : •• : : •• : : ••• a.a •• ~ : ••••• : •• : 
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currently, the soviets have three new launch vehicles under 
development, all intended specifically for use with their space 
program. A medium-sized launcher appears to be about 215 . feet high 
and is estimated to hav~.a.~jft-~ff ~e~sh~.ot.~P~~~.~10 tons. It is 
estima ted to be capable :01 :plctc-io:g ,~, fl.O o· 'p01-lIlCS: intcc tow-ear th 
orbit. 'One of the new ~a~~e l~Cch~~s ~ay:b~:ab~ut 230 feet high 
and have a lift-off wei~tlt ·~'totm~·"2;tOO" t'O·ns"." Est"ima"ces place its 
payload capability at 66,000 pounds for low-earth orbit. The other 
large launcher may be as high as 315 feet. NO data is available on 
lift-off weight. It will have six boosters attached to the core 
vehicle and may have a capability of placing 330,000 pounds in 
low-earth orbit. (Data is not available on launch capability to 
geosynchronous orbit for any of the three.) All three launch 
vehicles should be operational by the late 1980s. one of the large 
boosters probably will serve as the launch vehicle for the soviet 
shuttle. 

outlook 

The soviets certainly have the technical capability necessary 
to compete in the commercial satellite launch market. They have 
launchers capable of placing small and medium-sized satellites into 
geosynchronous orbit, and other launchers under development which 
could handle the large satellites projected for the 1990s. And, 
they appear to have the production capacity and launch 
infrastrUcture necessary to accommodate their own launch 
requirements as well as some for other countries. The shuttle under 
development will also give them the capability to compete against 
the U.S. shuttle for payloads requiring human presence in space. 

Despite these current and potential capabilities, there are 
some serious constraints that the soviets would have to overcome to 
enter into the commercial satellite launch competition. one is the 
heavy veil of secrecy the soviets place over most sectors of their 
space program. -TO, enter the market the soviets would have to 
provide potential customers with accurate and specific data on their 
launch vehicles and schedules as well as on launching operations. 
And, they would have to allow access of satellite technicians to 
their launch facilities for checkout and integration operations (the 
only non-Communists reported to have had some degree of access to 
soviet space facilities are the Indians). 

Another constraint is the on~ of technology transfer. The 
U.S. and other western nations have strict restrictions~inst 
their high technology getting into the hands of Soviet-bloc 
countries. Most free-world satellites are built by U.S. or west 
European countries and include state-of-the-art technology. It is 
highly unlikely that these restrictions will be eased. If these 
satellites were shipped to the soviet union for launch it would be 
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to deny access of the \ 
technology to the soviets. 

" . .... • • • •• •• • • ••• • ••• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • •• • •• • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• . ". • ••• • •• •• " • • • •• •• 
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Marketi re other obstacles. The 
soviets would have to develop shrewd marketing sc~emes 0 compete, 
particularly against the Europeans, and offer the-necessary 
insurance arrangements ••• It..i&. UJllik.elJ'. tQ6it. we¥ .wcti4-.d be able to 
do th~s in ~he immed~at~ :~:-tu~~.: ~~ ·@~1icJ:~r: tiila~ the soviets 
have ~n thel.r favor ~n ~.ll~!3 .. a~.@n~.l.:S:lilal'\~tl :p;~c::: .. :to· their bid for 
launch of the Inmarsat satellites, the soviets unaerbid both the 
Europeans and the U.S. With total government control of their space 
program, they could easily continue to underbid the~r competl.tors. 

EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY 

Following the soviet and U.S. successes in space in the late 
1950s, the Europeans recognized the gap that had developed between 
their space activities and those of the other two nations. 
Discussions began in the early 1960s to form a European space 
program. It was not until 1964, however, before agreement was 
reached, and two organizations were formed--one to carry out 
scientific studies in space and the other to develop launch vehicles. 

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, it became apparent to the 
Europeans that each organization was expanding into areas outside of 
its original charter, that international rivalries were hamstringing 
sectors of program development, and that there was a need to 
consolidate all space activities into one umbrella organization. -AS 
a result, in 1975 the ESA was formed. 

The ESA consists of 11 member-nations, with three other I 
nations closely associated with th~ organization. The mission of 
the ESA, as described at its 1980 convention, is -to provide for and 
to promote, for exclusive peaceful purposes, closer cooperation 
among European states in space research and technology, and their 
space applications, with a view to their being used for scientific 
purposes and for space applications systems-. Motivation behind 
this mission is the desire to build a complete space program 
independent from the U.S. and USSR, and to compete in the space 
business for satellite launch services. 

A new organization--Arianespace--was created in 1980 whose 
sole purpose was to market sat"ellite launch services and oper"ate the 
launcher program. The Ariane 1 launcher, which began initial 
development in 1973 and had its first test launch in 1979, became 
the first launch vehicle for marketing services. In 1980, agreement 
was -reached in the ESA to begin development of two larger launch 
vehicles, designated Ariane 2 and 3. These launchers were required 
to keep pace with the growing size of communications satellites, and 
to provide the capability to launch two satellites with one 
vehicle. Both are in operation. TWO new Ariane launchers are in 
development--the Ariane 4 which will be capable of launching medium 
and large-sized satellites into geosynchronous orbit, and the heavy 
lift Ariane 5 which is •• ciiilable. Qf ePlq,c;i.nq .. ~~r~ J..ci~9~. satellites into 
geosynchronous orbi t.: :Th4 t id;~ :Laullch:.:'f t.rre: Ar1~n~ 4 is scheduled 
for 1986 arid the Aria~$ 5·:is scllealiles :f~r la.uilcll: ~n: 1995. 

• •• ••• • ••• ••• •• • •• ••• •• 
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Arianespace already has become a competitive force in the 
launch market. It has pulled even with the u.s. shuttle in 
commercial satellite launches, and has firm contracts for almost 
one-half of the satellit~ l~un~h~s ~ch~Qu~~~ t~Q~9b .1995. 

• •• ••• ••• • •• •• •• • ••• • • •• • • ••• ••• •• 
In 1985, the ESA:h~4 al ~~er~~ing b~dcQt s~ ~bO~t $800 •• ••• • ••••••• •• r. • ••••• 

million. costs are expected to rise to about $1.4 billion per year 
by 1990 to fund the development of the Ariane 5, build a module for 
the u.s. space station and fund the accelerating satellite launch 
program. costs could increase even higher if ESA proceeds with its 
plan to develop a shuttle vehicle (Hermes) in the 1990s for use with 
the Ariane 5. 

organizational structure and Facilities 

The 11 ESA member-nations are--in rank order of 
participation--France, west Germany, the united Kingdom, Italy, the 
Netherlands, spain, sweden, switzerland, Belgium, Denmark, and 
Ireland. Three other nations--Austria, Norway and canada--are 
closely associated with the ESA. The organization maintains close 
contact with a large number of other nations as well as with 
European industrial, scientific, and banking groups. 

The ESA has an overall staff of about 1,360. The ESA 
Council, which operates at the Agency headquarters in paris, is 
responsible for developing policy and setting budgets. Three major 
ESA centers are located in other parts of Europe which are 
responsible for satellite design, fabrication, and operations. 

Arianespace is headquartered near Paris and has a branch 
office in washington, D.C. to serve its North American customers. 
It was created in 1980 under the aegis of ESA by 36 main European 
manufacturers of aerospace and electronics equipment, 13 large 
European banks, and the French National center for Space studies. 
Its specific duties include managing and financing the Ariane 
production program, operating the launch facility near Kourou, 
French Guyana, and marketing launch services. France is the major 
shareholder of Arianespace (60 percent) and west Germany the next 
largest shareholder (20 percent). other members are Belgium, 
Denmark, Ireland, the united Kingdom, Italy, the Netherlands, 
sweden, Spain, and switzerland. 

The Kourou launch f~ility became operational in 1968, when 
it was used to launch a small French rocket. It contains a large 
launch preparation area and 15 launch pads. About 700 people are 
employed there with 45 percent of them recruited from Europe. The 
ESA provides two-thirds of the operating budget and France paying 
the other third. Kourou is ideally suited for satellite launches 
due to its proximity to the-equator. Launches at or near the 
equator are more efficient due to the greater -sling- effect of the 
earth's rotation at this latitude • 

•• ••• • • • •• •• • • ••• • ••• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • •• • •• • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ••• • ••• • •• •• • • • • •• •• 
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Launch Vehicles 

The Ariane 1 development program was commissioned in 1973 at 
a meeting of representat~v~~ ~ro~ lq E~rop~qn.~o~ij~i~s. The goal 
was to develop a launch:~e~i~~~ ~o~ l~91f~a~ibns:a.t'1~ites already 
under development in Eut~p~. :~h~ ~~fst:lawDcL ot:rh@ ~riane 1 . .. ~.. . ... ~ ... .. .. . .. ,~ .. 
occurred ln 1979. It has cnree stages, uses liquid fuels, and has a 
height of 155 feet and a lift-otf welgnt of approximately 210 tons. 
It is capable of placing about 8,OOa pounds into low-earth oroit ana 
4,000 pounds into geosynchronous transfer orbit. Through september 
1984, there were nine Ariane 1 launches--two of which failed. 

Discussions to develop follow-ons to the Ariane 1 began in 
1978, and the decision to go forward with the program was made in 
1980. The main objective of this program was to increase the Ariane 
capability to launch payloads into g~osynchronous transfer orbit and 
to provide it with a dual launch capability. The Ariane 2 is an 
upgraded version of the Ariane 1. It is 161 feet high, has a 
lift-off mass of 219 tons 7 and is capable of placing up to 4,800 
pounds into geosynchronous transfer orbit. The Ariane 3 has the 
same Ariane 2 core vehicle but with-strap-on boosters attached. It 
has a lift-off mass of 237 tons and is capable of placing 5,700 
pounds in geosynchronous transfer orbit. 

Eighteen months after the decision to proceed with Ariane 2 
and 3 development, another decision was made to begin work on the 
Ariane 4. The Ariane 4 is being designed to have six performance 
options, based on the number of strap-on boosters attached. 
Depending on payload requirements, launch capability to 
geosynchronous transfer orbit can range from 4,200 to 9,200 pounds. 
Maximum lift capability to low-earth orbit is 18,000 pounds. The 
first Ariane 4 flight is scheduled for mid-1986. 

Development is underway on a very large launch vehicle. It 
is designated Ariane 5 and schedured for launch in 1995. Goals for 
the Ariane 5 are to launch very large satellites, reduce launch 
costs from those of the Ariane 4, and achieve a reliability factor 
equal to that of the U.S. shuttle. It will also be capable of 
placing large sections of the European module for the U.S. space 
station into orbit, and launching the Hermes shuttle should it be 
developed. The Ariane 5 is designed to place up to 16,000 pounds in 
geosynchronous transfer orbit and up to 30,000 pounds into low-earth 
orbit. It will use high energy cryogenic propellants, -have two 
large, solid propellant strap-on boosters, a height o£ 171 feet, and 
a lift-off mass greater than 500 tons. 

outlook 

The Europeans already have achieved notable success with 
their space program and they face a bright future. They have 
achieved good reliability with their launchers (12 successes out of \ 
15 flights) and have CiP~~!~d i~out hAlf.oh,t~e h~e~;world satellite 
launch market from th~ V.~.: Tb~i~ cpmp~~it~v~~SS:~l~h the U.S. is 

• •• ••• ••• • • •• • • • ••• •• •• •• • ••• ••• ••• •• ••• • ••• ••• •• • •• ••• •• 
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certain to increase since the challenger disaster. Their position 
will be further enhanced once the Ariane 4 and Ariane 5 become 
operational, and the rate·of launches per year increases. 

•• ••• •• • •• • ••••••••••• 
Since the first ~~i~e: ta= . .mdhi ·.he.;:tirop~"f3 ~cive placed 12 

commer cia 1 sa tell i tes i!\lIO:.~r~i t!.L c£OFP.Cif: Ei~· ~o: 30: ~l'. ~tl~ U. S. dur ing 
the same period). Through 1995, Arianespace already has firm 
contracts to launch 30 satellites--almost half for U.S. 
customers--and options on 11 others (NASA has firm contracts for 34 
satellites with reservations for about 100 others). In 1984, they 
declared their first profit on revenues of $74 million and expect 
revenues to reach $500 million per year by 1990. 

currently, Arianespace charges about $1 million less per 
satellite launch than NASA does for the shuttle (about $25 million 
versus $26 million). It also is discounting up to an additional $3 
million to U.S. -customers to gain more entry into that market. In 
all likelihood, Arianespace will raise its launch prices as those 
for the U.S. shuttle increase. They will, however, probably 
continue to keep them below those of the shuttle. 

Besides lower launch prices, there are several other 
attractions of the Arianespace program over that of the shuttle. 
One is that Ariane launch vehicles place satellites into 
geosynchronous transfer orbit, versus low-earth orbit for the 
shuttle. Therefore, less fuel is needed to boost the satellite into 
its permanent position. This fuel saving can extend the life of the 
satellite up to a year, earning additional revenue for its owner. 
Another advantage is that the satellite payload does not have to be 
at the launch site until seven to nine days before launch, a shorter 
time than required for shuttle payloads. This decreases personnel 
costs and lessens the chance of damage to the satellite. 

JAPAN 

Japan's space program be~an in the mid-1950s with the 
launching of sm~11 spunding rockets_ In 19 64, the Institute of 
Space and Aeronautical science,(ISAS) was formed to develop a series 
of sounding rockets for scientific study of near space and of the 
sun. In 1~66, ISAS laynche d a rQc~et to 1.100 miles, and in 1970, 
launched Japan's first test satellite into orbit. '-

""-' 

In 1969, Japan formed another space organization--the 
National Space Development--Agency (NASDA). This organization was 
created to develop applications satellites, and launchers to get 
them into orbit (ISAS retained responsibility for sClentific study 
of space). TO date NASDA has deSigned and built several of its 30 
plus satellites, and has accounted for about half of the launches . 

•• ••• • • • •• •• • • ••• • • •• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • •• • •• • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ••• • • •• • -·t8-·· • • • • •• •• 
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Japan's space program has been heavily dependent upon U.S. I 
technology. Most of its applications satellites have been built in 
the U.S., and the two launch vehicles used by Japan to place its 
satellites into orbit--the N-l and N::..~e basically ,Tapanese-buLlt I 
ver§.ions of the U. S. Del ta:~ot3~et.·. -i By. ·~~t:e.ffie~t:wil:a·t.!le. u. S., in- l 
recurn for technology and l~sl~t~nc€, :.~paA c~~n~t ;l;e ~h~ N-l and . • •• ••• ~- • • •. ~ r ,.~ ,. 
N-2 to launch satellltes f~ ~h~r ~~u~~~~e~: ~or cS~·~~·transfer 
any of the tecnnology to other countries. 

Japan's rationale for developing its space program is based 
on three factors--national prestige, the fact that the development 
of space technology has direct application iR other sectors of 

~ industry, and on -range defense a lications for national 
If: ~ ~sa-c11 r i toY. The goal 0 1 ts space progr am for the r emalnder of th i s 

century is to break its dependence upon the U. S. ,. and to build spa~e 
stem . om ete in the growing space business. -

TO that end, Japan is developing a launch ve lC e-- e.- --w lcn 
will be 100 percent Japanese. It plans to launch about 50 
applications satellites, with most being fabricated in Japan and 
several being in the two-ton class. Japan also plans to launch 
about 30 scientific-satellites, and participate in the U.S. space 
station program. And, it is scheduled to put an astronaut on a 
shuttle flight in 1988. 

Japan spent about $450 million per year on its space program 
in the first five years of the 1980s. over the next 15 years 
Japan's space budget will be between $8 and $10 billion, with more 
th~n 80 percent of it going to support NASDA applications programs. 
The two items with the largest price tags are the H-2 which will 
cost about $800 million to develop, and the construction of a 
laboratory module for the U.S. space station which will cost between 
$800 million and $1.5 billion. 

organizational structure and Facilities 

A five-man Space ActiVities commisSion, which reports 
directly to the prime Minister's Office, has overall responsibility 
for Japan's space program. The ~SAS resid@s in the Ministry of 
Education and draws on Japan's universities for technolugical 
expertise. Its specific responSibilities are to develop satellites 
and payloads for scientific missions, develop launchers for these 
missions, and to support simple meteorologial missions. The NASDA 
resides in the science and Technology Agency and is responSible for 
developing communications, broadcasting, meteorological, and remote 
sensing satellites: developing launchers for these satellites; and 
overall management of spacecraft tasking and control. 

and 

•• ••• • ••• ••• •• 
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have their own radio and optical tracking systems, and are supported 
by a network of supporting tracking facili~ies located in other 
parts of Japan and as far away as the southern pacific ocegn, The 
Tjtukuba Space center is responsible for satellite integration and 
tes~ ~p~rations and ov.e,.ralr :c~:rft(@l: of: ·lr4cJ<;~n~ ~j?et~ri.~n:s .- other 
facllltles perform such fu~qtion~.a~ P.r~pulsl~q pes~~n ~np testing, 
earth observation analysis~· antl ~at~·i~e~~r~ei~n·an~·~V~1uation. 

Launch Vehicles 

The first launch vehicle developed by NASDA for applications 
satellites was designated the N-l. The first N-l launch occurred in 
1975 with the seventh and last launch occurring in 1982. The N-l 
had three stages--the first two being liquid fueled and the third 
using solid propellants. It was 108 feet high, had a lift-off 
weight of about 90 tons, and was capable of placing a 285 pound 
payload into geosynchronous orbit and a 880 pound payload into 
low-earth orbit. The N-l and its successor, the N-2, are basically 
Japanese versions of the U.S. Delta rocket built under license by 
the Japanese. 

The N-2 is an upgraded version of the N-l. propellant 
capacity of the first- stage was increased by 30 percent, the second 
stage was improved, and the third stage was enlarged. Additionally, 
the number of strap-on boosters was increased from three to nine. 
With these modifications, the N-2 has a height of 115 feet and a 
lift-off weight of 135 tons. The N-2 is capable of placing a 770 
pound satellite into geosynchronous orbit, and a 4,400 pound payload 
into low-earth orbit. The first N-2 was launched in 1980, and the 
last launch is expected to occur in the late 1980s. 

Planning for larger launch vehicles began in the late 1970s 
and resulted in the commission of two development programs. One is 
the H-l which the Japanese plan to use as the primary launcher in 
the late 1980s and early 1990s. The other is the H-2 which will 
become operational in 1992. 

The H-l is intended to fill the gap between the N-2 and the 
H-2. It will have three stages; the first is the same as that of 
the N-2, the second stage will use high energy cryogenic 
propellants, and the third stage will use solid propellants. The 
H-l will have a height of 130 feet and a lift-off weight of 140 
tons. It will be capable of placing a 1,200 pound satellite into 
geosynchronous orbit and 4,400 pounds into low-earth orbit. The 
first launch is scheduled for 1987. The most important feature of 
the H-l is that it will use high energy cryogenic fuels, the fourth 
to do so. (The others are the U.S., west Europeans, and the 
chinese.) 

The H-2 is in development and will be Japan's first totally 
domestically deSigned and built launcher. The H-2 will have two 
stages. The centr'al ca.J;e..Qf. thee. fi.rst. &t~<1e. wj.ll •• usJ? high energy 
cryogenic fuels and ha~& tw~ s~lld p~op4l~an~·~r~~dn boosters 
attached to .it. The s~~o.rii !S~~f .~i.]J. G~: a ~@:~l~<!-C1p' version of the 
H-l's second stage. The overall height of the H-~ will be 157 feet, 
and it will' have a lift-off weight of 281 tons. It will be capable 
of placing up to 4,400 pounds into geosynchronous orbit and 14,000 
pounds into low-earth orbit. The fir~t flight of the H-2 is 
scheduled for 1992. 
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outlook' 

Japan has the technological expertise and the industrial b~se 
necessary to successfull~. dEi¥.elpp. the. H-..:I. a.~dp ij,;2, v~.bi.<;les, as well 
as a variety of applicatto~$.s4~e11it~s~. ~e:J.p~~S& will not, 
however, be able to comp4t:::in:teh~ sli)el~ite :.Laun:'h: •• hl1:.c:iness until J •• ••• • ••••••• •• •• T ~~~ 
the H-2 becomes operational. Once the H-2 becomes operational, they 
plan to compete directly with the U.S. and western Europe in the . ~ 
spaGe market, concentrating 00 rbe Asian and pacific r~gjons.. .~ ~ 

fooA:~~ 
There are limitations to the degree that Japan will be able ~. 

to compete internationally for launch services. one is a projection 
that by the early 1990s, some satellites will weigh three to four 1 
tons, more than the H-2's launch capability to geosynchronous 
orbit. consequently, Japan will be forced to ~ompete in that sector 
of the market which concentrates on small and-mediJ..Un.-sized ( 
satellites. Another factor is thel1umber of H-2s planned to be 
~ch year. some sources have stated that Japan plans to 
produce only a few H-2 launchers per year. These H-2s probably will 

that be needed to launch Japanese satellites. Another constraint is 
the' current space program only allows for launches during two 
periods each year. This restriction is caused by the necessity to 
close fishing areas in the launch trajectory flight path, and to 
reimburse the fishermen for their losses during these periods. 1+ 
CHINA 

The Chinese established their aeronautics industry in 1956 to - ' develop aircraft and rocket systems. China received a small amount 
of assistance from the soviets until 1960, when the two countries 
terminated their relationship. In 19 64, the Chinese launched their 
first boos~r, patterned after the soviet SS-4 ballistic missile.~ 
In 1965, China established a program designed to launch domestically 
~slgned and produced satellites with its own rockets. ~The fir~ 
satellite launch occurred in 197Q; when booster stages from a 
missile placed a 3aO-pound satellite in low-earth orbit. The next 
major step in their program occurred in 1975, when the chinese 
launched their first recoverable satellite, the third country to 
accomplish this feat. 

{ 

In 1980, the chinese launched a new booster--designated the 
CSL-2--which uses the first two stages of their indigenously 
designed ICBM. And in 1984, they launched their first CSL-3, based 
on the CSL-2 first two sEages with a high-energy cryogenic 
propellant used for the third stage. With this launch, china placed 
its first satellite into geosynchronous orbit. p , . 

China's space program is deSigned to benefit both the 
military and civilian sectors. In the 1970s and early 1980s, most 
of china's 15 or so satellites were probably used by the military 
for photo reconnaissance, scientific, and meteorological purposes. 
china has since made WlJi.ill it:Se ni.an.s tG U6e .tha.stl<ice program to .. .. .... . ~. ... .,. 
impr~ve civil~an com~upicp~iqO~,·te~~v~~io~ a~d.~~~her forecasting 
serVlces. ..: •• : : •• : : ••• ••• ••• : ••••• : •• : 
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In 1979, china opened parts of its space program to western 
countries, and has since established cooperative agreements with the 
U.S., prance, the united Kingdom, west Germany, and Italy. These 
cooperative agreements are aimed at drawing China's space industry 
closer to that o~ the westr:a~:d ~.~ ~xoo:~e .~a~a::a~~:re!~:ices for 
everyone's benef~t. (Ther~:h~ve:~v~n ~fen:d~~qu~s~~~s ~~~h NASA 

. about a chinese astronaut ~ly~~g'aoua~'~'s~at~l~ f~l~e'in the late 
1980s.) And in 1984, China declared its intention of competing with 
the U.S. and west Europeans in the satellite launch services market. 

organizational structure and Facilities 

Data on the organizational structure and facilities of the 
Chinese space program is scarce. That information which is 
available has been gleaned from U.S. and European space experts who 
visited China in 1979 and the early 1980s. These sources indicate 
that a number of ministries, responsible for different institutes 
and centers, are involved in the program. overall responsibility is 
reported to rest with the state counci11 witn-various commissions 
responsible for planning act~vities and different ministries serving 
as executive organs. The ~ organization may be the Ministry of 
Astronautics~ The Defense Ministry reportedly is responsible for 
the development of launchers and for launch operations. other 
organizations involved in the space program are reported to be the 
Chinese Academy of Sciences, the Academy of Space Technology, the 
Institute of Telecommunications Technology, and the central 
Meteorological Bureau. 

Even less data is available on f~jliti~s involved with the 
program. Rocket engine production and booster assembly for the 
CSL-2 are reported to occur at xinxin. satellite des~gn and 
fabrication are reported to occ~r in Beijing and Chang-hai. Major 
test facilities are located in the Beijing area. TWO launch 
fac~l~ ttesexist: one is at Shung-cheng-Tzu wh~ich-has been used for 
years for missile and spacecraft raunchings.~ A second launch 

1 
I 

facility is reported by the Chinese to be located in southwest J 
China. Its exact location has not been releaSQQ. ~~ new facility 
otfers advantages over-Shung-cheng-Tzu for launches to ~ 
geosynchronous orbit because it is located closer to the equator. 

Launch Vehicles 

The Chinese have developed three launch vehiclei--the CZ-l, 
the CSL-2, and the CSL-3. The CZ-l was declared operational in 
1970, when it launched china's first satellite into low-earth 
orbit. It is about 108 feet high and has a lift-off weight of 
approximately 95 tons. It is reported to be capable of placing a 
880-pound satellite into sun-synchronous orbit, and up to 1,320 
pounds into low-earth orbit. The CZ-l is probably a derivative of 
their IRBM. 

• • ••• • • • •• " • • ••• • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • •• • •• • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • -. ••• • ••• ~~~- .. • • • • •• •• 



The CSL-2 was declared operational in 1974. It is about 104 
feet high and has a lift-off weight of approximately 210 tons. The 
CSL-2 is reported to be capable of placing up to 4,400 pounds into 
sun-synchronous orbit and up to 6,600 pounds into low-earth orbit. 
It uses the first two st.~g€i~. ot the ~SS;-.4 .r.C13~ •• •••••• 

• •• ••• ••• • •• •• •• • ••• • • •• • • ••• ••• •• 
China's first la~n~~ v~h~~le;·~apab~e:Qf ~ldci~~ a satellite 

into geosynchronous orbit I ·is the·CSL·-~ (also ·known··as· the 
Long-March 3). This launch vehicle was declared operational in 1984 
when it was used to place a 925-pound communications satellite into 
geosynchronous orbit. The CSL-3 has three stages; the first two are 
the same as those of the CSL-2, but the third stage uses high-energy 
cryogenic propellants. It is 142 feet high and has a lift-off 
weight of nearly 222 tons. In addition to its capability to place 
payload into geosynchronous orbit, it is able to lift up to 8,900 
pounds into low-earth orbit. 

outlook 

China has developed launch vehicles capable of competing in 
the international satellite launch services market and has decldfed 
its intention to do so. Information regarding the capabilities of 
china's launch vehicles is being distributed, and China has stated 
that it is ready to discuss launch services with potential 
customers. The Chinese have stated that they are willing to allow 
westerners to visit their launch site. And, they do not believe 
transport of satellites from the west to China would be an 
insurmountable problem. China has not yet announced launch fees or 
marketing arrangements. 

whether or not china can compete with the U.S. and Europe for 
satellite launch services remains open to question. China's CSL-3 
has a limited lift capability to geosynchronous orbit, and could 
only be used for launching small satellites. Launch schedules and 
reliability of the launch vehicle are other important factors. 
satellite owners will expect convenient launch dates. The CSL-3, 
however, has only recently become operational and does not appear to 
be being produced in moderate or large numbers. And, -it is too 
early for the CSL-3 to have established a track record for 
reliability. china's remote location, relative to the satellite 
market, is another problem. customers in need of satellite launch 
services may be wary of the distance and length of time required to 
get their payloads to the launch facility, thereby increasing the 
possibility of damage to the satellite. 

INDIA 

The roots of India's space program were established in the 
early 1960s when small sounding rockets began being launched to 
stuay the earth's ionosphere. It was not~ntil 1971, however, that 
India developed a national space program. The goal of the program 
was to establish an independent capability to build its own 
satellites and to laW1~il. thelll.in.t;.o .Qrp:j.t •• 'tit;,h .~~s .~wn rockets. 
India has been succe&SfJl:in:me~tihg ~jof ~$pe~~s:of this goal. It 
has des igned and bu tJ.=t .ga:' p f! -'t e·3, ·<ie1!@lo;'ed: a ·l~uflch veh icle to pu t ~~~r~.. .. . ~. ... .. 
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small satellites into low-earth orbit, and established an extensive 
command and control infrastructure to operate its programs. 
Developments underway are deSigned to replace western-built, 
mUltipurpose satellites with domestically built ones, and to develop 
a launch vehicle capablEi.o~.~l~cing payJ.oa.ds. IIp. t;o •• ~ ,.2.00 pounds in 

h b · t ••• ••• ••• • •• •• •• sun-sync ronous or 1 . •••• • • •• • • ••• ••• •• • •• • • ••• • ••• •• •• • •• ••• •• • ••• •• •• •• ••• • ••••••• •• •• • ••••• The stated motivating factors driving India's space program 
are the need to improve communications, acquire better weather data, 
and develop its natural resources. National prestige has been an 
important unstated factor. In develop1ng itsspace--p-i-ogram, In'dia 
has relied on assistance from the USSR, the U.S., Europe, and 
Japan. pr imary assistance carne f.( .. QnL.Lha.Sov-i~-ts,._who~.stablishecl 
joint working groups with the Indians in 1972, launched India's 

7irst satellite in 1975 (free of charge), launched two other 
satellites for India in subsequent years, and flew an Indian 
cosmonaut with a soviet spacecraft crew in 1984. The Europeans 
allowed India to participate in the development of the Ariane 
launcher, and launched an Indian-built communications satellite for / 
them in 1981. The U.S. has built three multipurpose satellites for 
India, launched two Indian satellites, and is scheduled to launch a 
third one in 1986. 

The Indian space program cost about $325 million from 1963 to 
1980. They have budgeted $1.1 billion for the 1980s. NO data is 
available for the space program budget in the 1990s. 

organizational structure and Facilities 

The Indian Space commission was established i~ 1971 to 
promote the-aevelopment and appI1cation of space science and 
technology to the overall benefit of the nation. The Space 
Commission is responsible for framing the policy of the Department 
of Space (DOS), formulating the space budget, and implementing all 
government policies related to space. 

The DOS is responsible for executing space activities through 
the Indian Space Research organization (ISRO). The ISRO, which is 
headquartered at Bangalore, operates four centers--the Space 
Application center (SAC), the ISRO satellite center (ISAC), the 
Vikram sarabhai Space center, (VSSC) and the SHAR center. The SAC, 
located at Ahmedabad, is responsible for identifying and 
implementing space applications. The ISAC, located at Bangalore, is 
the primary facility for the operation of India's satellites. The 
VSSC, located at Trivandrum, is the largest of the centers. It is 
responsible for research and development of propellants, propulsion 
systems, rocket hardware, on-board and ground-based electronics, and 
payload test and evaluation. The SHAR center, located on 
sriharikota Island north of Madras, is India's principal launch 
facility. It also has responsibility for the production of 
propellants and managing India's network of 36 satellite ground 
control facilities. These four centers and other supporting 
facil i ties employ aq~~.:l~, 0ilD: ~opJ-e: : ••• • ••• •• .. .. ... . ... :.. . .. 

•• ••• ••• • • •• • • • •• .. .. .. . ... ..:. -: : : 
•• ••• • ••• ••• •• • •• ••• •• 
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Launch Vehicles 

India's initial rocket development was centered on the 
production of small, French-designed sounding rockets. In 1967, 
India launched its firs~.dqw~sti~ally d~sian~q.~qd •• ~aAricated 
sounding rocket. progre:s~tve~y· lar~e:r ·~n~. mC>t:fi <!a~b:t.~ sounding 
rockets have been devel<!J;;~1.~11;~~~.h :t~;. :12"0~ ~ : : •• :.: . 

T~ development of a launcher designed ~.pla.c~~-.§_ma11. 
payload into low-earth orbit began,,-in 19.1.-4 This launcher, 
designated the SLV-3, has fou~~ta~, is 74 feet high, weighs over 
17 tons, and uses so""Iid propellants. Although design and development 
of the SLV-3 were done by the Indians, 15 percent of its parts are 
imported. Its Lirst test in 1979 was a failu;e, A second launch in 
~uly 1980 was successful in Elacing a small domestically-bUilt 
experimental satellite into low orbit. (The successful 1980 launch 
was hailed by India as the major milestone in its space program, as 
India became the first Third world nation to develop such a 
capabil i ty • ) 

An improved version of the SLV-3, augmented by two solid 
propellant strap-on boosters, is sch~duled to be built in the late 
1980s. It will weigh about 35 tons and is deSigned to carry a 
payload of 330 pounds into low-earth orbit. 

The focus of current launcher development is on a larger 
rocket, deSignated the 2Qlar ~pa~e Lau~ch __ ~{~J,!~c_ie ___ L~SLV)_._ The PSLV 
will have four stages, wi th t e :1rlrcr-stage being fueled wTfFl'liquid 
propellants. It will be about 145 feet high, weigh about 275 tons, 
and is deSigned to carry 2,200 pounds into sun-synchronous orbit. 
The first test launch is scheduled for 1988. 

outlook 

India has not yet expressed any interest in competing for 
satellite launch services for other nations. currently, it is still 
attempting to develop its PSLV, and no announcement has been issued 
concerning development of a launcher capable of placing payloads 
into geosynchronous orbit. Instead, India's focus is on developing 
and launching remote sensing, meteorological, and geodetic 
satellites for its own purposes. 

India's space program has not hit any severe budget 
constraints to date, and appears to be proceeding on schedule. The 
government has answered internal criticism regarding the value of 
the space program by stating that investment costs for the program 
can be regained within three years through applications and benefits 
acquired from its satellites . 
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BRAZIL 

'B;.azQ's space program began in the mid-19-6..(l.s-w-ith the. 
launching of small soundiJlg .J;Qc~et.s •• siOJ:e •• tQ~ • .a • .a.zJ.J has 
launched rockets of incr~~i!Qg :S1~e clnt1·~a~ilblllit~.:. I4:. :now has a 
launch~r un~er developme~:~~~.w~~t:~~.~~e~~l~ o~ i~t~;ng 
satell~tes ~nto sun-synchronous or5~t. Braz~i's near-term goal is 
to build its own meteorological and earth resources satellites and 
to laynch them with-Lts own rockets by the early 1990s. A 
longer-term goal is to launch its first domestically~built 
communications satellite around the year 2000. 

The motivating factors behind Brazil's space program are 
na tional prestige, a quest for leadership in sou t_h Amer ica 1_ a des ire 
to further-aevelop its te£hnological base, .and a need to use space 
as an aid in the development of its~esoyrces and economjc 
i~,astructur~. In pursuit of its space program, Brazil has drawn 
on technical expertise from the U.S. and France, and has established 
cooperative programs with the U.S., France, west Germany, and the 
peoples' Republic of China. Through these cooperative programs, 
Arianespace launched a canadian-built satellite for Brazil in 1985, 
and an earth resources satellite is scheduled to be launched by the 
U.S. for Brazil in 1987. Brazilian ground facilities are to be used I 
to help track Ariane launches, and a Brazilian astronaut is 
scheduled to be aboard a U.S. shuttle flight in 1987. 

nata on the cost of the Brazilian space program is scarce, 
and what is available varies sharply. Estimates for total program 
costs since the mid-1960s range from a low of $500 million to a high 
of $6 billion. 

organizational structure and Facilities 

The heart of Brazil's space program is located at sao Jose 
dos campos, just outside of Sao paulo in the country's high 
technology and defense industrial center. The Aerospace Technical 
center (CTA), which is under military control and run by the 
Brazilian Aeronautics Ministry, is responsible for the development 
of launch vehicles and launching operations. 

The satellites are being designed and built by the space 
Research Institute, located adjacent to the CTA. This institute is 
subordinate to the civilian National Research council. Work is 
progressing on the two weather and two earth resources satellites 
scheduled for launch by the early 1990s. 

Brazil's rocket launching operations have occurred at 
Barreisa de Inferno, in the northeastern sector of the country. 
This launch site, however, has been considered too small and 
surrounded by a too populated area to allow for the expansion 
necessary for Brazil's growing space program. AS a result, a new 
launch fac~lity i~ be~pg.~Qns~r~c~~d.~t ~~~an~a~~, Aocated on a 
remote pen~ns~la ~n r(ot th~ccstt::rp :Br <}z ~t,: r:t. J;s E!s~~ma ted to cos t 
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about $60 million and is scheduled to be ready in the late 1980s, in 
time for the testing of a new launch vehicle. 

Launch Vehicles •• ••• •• • •• • ••••••••••• • •• ••• ••• • •• •• •• • ••• • • •• • e ••• ••• •• 

The Braz il ian lau~cClf1r tlr6)r!r a'·::oooi;t~ :of :f= ve: ':ro J' ects-- the 
•• ••• 11 'ill. , •• -' •• • eo ...... .t:' 

sonda I, II, III and IV and a sate~llte launching vehicle (VLS). 
The sonda I, II and III are sounding rocKets, the largest of which 
(sonda III) is capable of launching a 130 pound payload to an 
altitude of about 375 miles. The sonda I was first launched in 
1970, and the sonda II and III were first tested in the mid-1970s. 
The sonda IV, like its predecessors, uses solid propellant and is 
designed to carry a 1,100 pound payload to an altitude of 400 
miles. It was first launched in November 1984. It took 10 years to 
develop, is 36 feet high, and weighs seven tons. 

The sonda IV will serve as the basic rocket unit for the VLS, 
the first Brazilian launcher capable of placing a satellite in 
orbit. The first stage of the VLS will be a cluster of four sonda 
IV rockets, with another sonda IV serving as the second stage. The 
third stage of the VLS'will use a more advanced technology (prObably 
liquid propellants). The launch vehicle will be almost 80 feet high 
and weigh about 44 tons. Brazil is scheduled to launch its first 
payload with the VLS, a 450 pound instrumentation package, in 1989. 
plans are to use the VLS to launch the meteorological and earth 
resources satellites into sun-synchronous orbit by the early 1990s. 

outlook 

Although Brazil has made steady progress in developing its 
space program, in all likelihood it will not have the capability to 
compete in the satellite launch business through 1995. Even if the 
VLS proves successful, it will initially be dedicated to launching I 
domestic satellites. And, it do~s not have the ca~~y to place 
satellites into geosynchronous orttit which disqualif~s it from the 
~mmun~at19~sa~ellite-~arkat. The Brazilians plan to moVe to 
liquid-fueled rockets in the future for development of a larger 
launcher, but this will require them to develop a whole new 
technology at additional costs. 

There are several important issues which may affect the pace 
of Brazil's space program. Brazil's massive foreign debt has 
already caused delays in the development of the Alcantara launch 
facility, and there is much public debate concerning ,monie~_being 
spent on a space program while sectors of the economy and sectlons 
of the country need funds for development. And, the transition of 
the Brazilian Government from fQilitary to civilian ru1.e also worries 
the space industry. Some believe that the space program, which 
received considerable direction and funding from the 
military-controlled government, will receive less of both from the 
civilian government. 
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PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS 

At least seven nongovernment organizations have attempted--or 
are attempting--to enter the launch market. only three of them, 
h h •• ••• !... • •• ••••••• 4L- ••• owever, appear to ave env @uQRce.~f.su~ce6s •• Tue~ .re Transpace, · ..• . . .. . . ... . .. ~ .. 
Incorporated, General I2Y%l<1mi<:s., :an~·:Mar:till-t1C!r i~tta.: :one 
company--starstruck--i~· se1-.I.I· aet·entrrt1~g·~0· ~ai~ ~~e··necessary 
financial base before it begins design of a new launch vehicle. It 
is doubtful that starstruck will be in a position to compete during 
the next decade. Three others--space services, Incorporated, 
pacific American Launch services, and the German-based orbital 
Transport and Raketen AG are now concentrating on other types of 
launch services. 

Most of the private organizations initially were motivated by 
what they saw as a lucrative and growing market fo~ satellite laurich 
services. The U.S. organizations were given additional 
encouragement in 1984 when president Reagan, in his state of the 
union address, called "space America's next frontier and U.S. 
companies interested in putting payloads into space must have ready 
access to private sector launch services". passage of the 
Commercial Space Launch Act and issuance of the National security 
Directive 144 were seen as actions which would benefit private 
launcher organizations. 

In spite of the president's speech and the two government 
actions,. none of the private enterprises have been able to enter the 
commercial satellite launch market. price policies of NASA and 
Arianespace are one reason. private organizations accuse both NASA 
and Arianespace of receiving government subsidies for their launch 
programs, thereby allowing them to charge prices that do not reflect 
full operating costs. Another factor is that even though the launch 
market is growing in size, it is not that large. TO date, NASA and 
Arianespace have been able to provide the necessary launch services, 
and before the Challenger disaster, it appeared that the two 
organizations would continue to fulfill market requirements. A 
third factor is that large amounts of capital are requfred to 
establish and maintain launcher production, to develop or rent 
launch facilities, and to execute the launches. consequently, the 
necessary financial backing must be found, and an adequate number of 
customers must be obtained to establish a rate of at least several 
launches per year. 

The fortunes of one, and possibly two, of these companies, 
could soon change, however. The Challenger disaster is causing 
delays in the shuttle program which could stretch into several 
years. The only other launch service currently available to 
satellite customers is the Ariane. The Ariane program, however, is ~ 
heavily booked for the next several years, and does not appear to . 
have the surge capability to accommodate all shuttle launch 
customers. 
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A short description and status of each of the three 
contenders follows: 

Transpace, InCOr.Eor • .;~e~ \TCI) ... .. ......... .. 
• •• ••• ••• • •• •• •• • ••• • • •• • • ••• ••• •• 

TCI was created :iCl :19~2.!:y is·:Eor~ner: ~;1!SA :otfis:tal. In l'1ay 
1984, it was awarded e~~1~~1v~ ~!~~t~·~y·~A~~ t~ t~e·~elta launcher 
providing two conditions could be met. one is that TCr must develoo 
the necessary financial backing required to operate, and the other ~ 
is that it must line up at least three customers. The initial 
deadline given to TCI to meet these conditions was 1 october 1984. 
TCI was unable to meet the deadline, and since then, a number of new 
deadlines have been established. It now appears that TCI is close 
to gaining the financial backing required to compete, and is 
actively pursuing customers. It must move quickly, however, because 
the Delta production line has been closed by MCDonnell Douglas. 

In 1984, TCI filed a complaint with the u.s. Government about 
unfair pricing policies of Arianespace; specifically, that 
Arianespace was able to provide predatory prices to its customers 
due to·government subsidies, and that unfair discounts were being 
provided to lure U.S. customers. In July 1984, the U.S. Trade 
Representative Office agreed to investigate the charges. In July 
1985, president Reagan turned down TCI's petition for trade relief, 
stating that all national space programs are subsidized in some way, 
and that the European practice is not much different· from that of 
the U.S. TCI has stated that to make a profit it would have to have 
enough customers for five Delta launchings per year and charge at 
least $27 million per launch. 

General Dynamics 

General Dynamics, which produces the Atlas-centaur launchet, I 
has been negotiating with NASA for the rights to market the 
launcher. The Atlas-centaur, like the Delta, is being phased out by 
NASA. TWO advantages that General Dynamics has over TCI are that it 
has a large financial base, and that the Atlas-centaur is capable of 
placing larger payloads into orbit than the Delta. Like TCI, 
however, General Dynamics is concerned about the low pricing 
policies of NASA and Arianespace, and the limited size of the 
market. on the latter point, General Dynamics was concerned whether 
or not NASA could execute 24 shuttle launches per year as planned, 
and what percentage of shuttle cargo space would be used for 1 
strategic Defense Initiative and space station payloads. Time also 
is running out on General Dynamics because some of its key 
subcontractors have shut down their production lines, and unless it 
can line up some customers, it will soon have to shut down its 
production line. once these facilities are shut down it would be a 
difficult and costly venture to reopen them. General Dynamics has 
stated that for it to make a profit, a minimum of four launches per 
year would be required at $65 million each • 
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Martin-Marietta 

Martin-Marietta may be in the best position to compete with 
NA~A and Arianespace. ~~ p.t~d~c~s ~~7 T}t~n.~~:~e~. ot lau~chers 
wh1ch have been used by ~~~ ~o·~ ll~e~d·pe,~~e ~~a ~~ st1ll in use 
by the DOD. Mar tin-Mar:i!ef: i!a 1:s. C:on-:~~ ti)'lg :r tt:an :I'BM~ :in to launch 
vehicles for the DOD and·was· recently· a~afaea ·and'tM~r"contract by 
the Air Force to develop a new, complementary ELV. consequently, 
Martin-Marietta will keep its production lines open, giving it time 
to develop a strategy for entering the satellite launch business. 
It plans to examine the market with its whole family of Titan 
launchers. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

currently, competition for commercial satellite launch [ 
services is limited ~ ~wo.or~anizat~og~,-~SA.~O.Arianespace. 
Three other countries!~h~ S~vi9t:uaioR" :c~in~:cnQ ~apan--have the • •• • • •••• ••••• • 
necessary lau"nch veh:i.~~. C"qpC(Q~J:it:t;. t'i. t~mpet:= Z •• b~P for di ff er en t 
reasons have not been able to enter the market. The major 
constraints working against the soviets are the degree of secrecy 
surrounding their space program, denial of the necessary access by 
foreigners to their launch facilities, and technology transfer 
restrictions. China has Just recently developed the capability to 
launch to geosynchronous orbit. Its launch vehicle--the CSL-3--is 
only capable of placing small satellites into orbit, appears to be 
being produced in limited numbers, and has not established a record 
of reliability. The remote location of china's new launch facility 
from the satellite producers is also an obstacle. Japan is 
constrained by licensing agreements with the O.S. which prohibit it 
from launching satellites for other countries. 

privately-owned organizations have not yet entered the market 
for other reasons. Some have not been able to develop the required 
launcher technology; others have not been able to generate the 
necessary capital. Deflated launch costs offered by NASA and the 
Europeans, and uncertainties over the size of the market have been 
other constraints. 

The west Europeans were able to penetrate what was once a 
totally-controlled NASA market through several measures. one was a 
clear goal established by ESA to compete in the market, and the 
establishment of Arianespace, an organization whose sole 
responsibility is to market and operate satellite launch services. 
Another is the development of a family of launch vehicles with 
varying capabilities. These launch vehicles, which are designed 
solely for satellite launches, offer advantages over NASA's shuttle 
program in simplicity, efficiency, and cost. Another important 
factor is the Arianespace practice of undercutting NASA's launch 
prices, and offering special discounts to U.S. customers. 

Since the first Ariane launch in 1979, Arianespace has placed 
12 commercial satellites in orbit, compared to 30 by NASA for the 
same time period. Launch services currently contracted through the 
mid-1990s are about even: 30 for Arianespace and 34 for NASA. NASA 
does have a large advantage over Arianespace for more tenuous launch 
orders--almost 100 compared to 11. 

over the next decade, the satellite market is expected to \ 
expana-to about 20 commercial launches per year, and to generate 
revenues of approximately 1 billion. l\rlanespace in all likelihood 
Wl c s are of the market--possibly up to two thirds 
of it--and some small sectors of the market could go to one or two 
other nations or private companies • 
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A number of factors will affect the competition for the 
market. The most important is the loss of Challenger, reducing 
NASA's shuttle fleet to three. The reduction in the size of the 
fleet comes at the sa~ t~we.t~at ~AS~.i~.~hA~ip9.~~t the Delta and 
Atlas-centaur ELVs. u~l~s ~A~ ~al~~ ~om~ ~m~~~a~~ action to 
augment its launch ca~Jii:.J..it:v, :mo~e: of: it23 :r~ma!i.~in~ :launch 

••• •• ••• '""e ••••••• •• •• •••••• 
capab111ty w111 be devoted to U.S. Government space programs, 
leaving,little for commercial customers. Another factor that will 
work to the benefit of NASA's competitors is price hikes scheduled 
for shuttle payloads in October 1986 and again in 1989. The 1986 
price hike for full shuttle bay will jump to $71 million (in 1982 
dollars), almost double the current cost. The 1989 increase will 
set the floor price at $74 million (in 1982 dollars), with limited 
shuttle capacity auctioned off to the highest commercial bidder. 

The projected diminished commercial launch capability of NASA 
and the price hikes for shuttle launch services will benefit 
Arianespace the most. currently, Arianespace is producing four to 
five launch vehicles per year, but is planning to produce six to 
eight in 1987. And, the Ariane 4 should be operational by that 
time, enhancing Arianespace's capability to bid for larger 
satellites. 

The nation that appears to have the best Q.QP.9r_tu!lJ:!.L to enter 
the launch competition is Japan. In 1992, its domestic~_desigruad 
ana built-H~21.aUncher should be operat10naT, eliminating the 
~current U.S. licensing constraints. TO make any appreciable dent in 
the market, however, Japan will have to expand its rate of launcher 
production and eliminate the barriers to the number of launches that 
can occur each year. 

The chances for the soviets or Chinese to enter the market 
are less likely dUe to the same reasons that are currently keeping 
them--out. And, India and Brazil will not have launch vehicles large 
enough for communications satel1it-es. 

There is an increasing possibility that one--and at the most 
two--private U.S. companies could enter the market. It is doubtful 
that the U.S. will not try to retain an important share of the 
commercial satellite launch business, either through NASA or through 
private U.S. companies. The companies that stand the best chance 
are Transpace, Incorporated, General Dynamics, and Martin-Marietta. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. Oftentimes, these satellites are initially launched to a 
geosynchronous transfer orbit. Transfer orbit is highly elliptical, 
with an apogee equal to geosynchronous orbit and perigee of only 
several hundred miles altitude. A small rocket motor or thrusters 
attached to the satellite are used to-boost the satellite to its 
final position. 

2. This research paper concentrates on the NASA program, with only 
references made to the military sector as necessary. 

3. sounding rockets are used for scientific investigation of the 
atmosphere and ionosphere. They are smaller in size than launch 
vehicles used to place satellites in orbit . 
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